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Sunday, April 18. 2010

New religious podcast
I have joined a new venture with some friends. It is strictly a religious endeavor. As most who read this blog will know
the church I attend is made of members that have their own callings or responsibilities in the congregations in which
they attend. My friend Jon Madsen has such a responsibility that precludes him from being able to come to any Sunday
School class. So he thought that he would like to be able to have a weekly discussion of Gospel principles and other
points of LDS doctrine.
It is called The Iron Rodcast. The typical format for the show will be an expanded discussion of that weeks Sunday
School lesson and then a random topic. That random topic could really end up being anything (hence the word
random). Our first podcast was recorded last week and is now available for direct MP3 download here. I am not
completely certain why we called the podcast Genesis considering that we are starting in Exodus, but whatever. I
imagine eventually it will be available on itunes. I won't be posting regularly here on this blog about it but I did want to let
all of you know that it is now out there and that you should go and take a listen.
Posted by Radar in News at 08:52
Cool. Good idea.Comment (1)
Anonymous on Apr 20 2010, 12:56
I have now listened to your 3 rodcasts in 3 days, and have enjoyed your various rants. Here's a suggestion . . . I also teach Gospel
Doctrine, and I would love to hear you rant on UPCOMING lessons - I think it would be a great forum for me (and other teachers) to
get some ideas for our lessons. It's good to hear your opinions and discussions after the fact, but at that point it's like "gee, wish I
would have thought about that BEFORE I gave my lesson" - you know? I realize it would require you to prepare your lessons a week
in advance, but that's always good form, yes?Comment (1)
Anonymous on Apr 29 2010, 13:18
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